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Invitation

On behalf of the International Steering
Committee and the Local Organizing Committee
we invite you to attend the IEEE BPT2009. The
Bucharest PowerTech Conference continues the
tradition of the Power Tech Conferences held in
odd years in Athens, Stockholm, Budapest,
Porto, Bologna, St. Petersburg and Lausanne.
PowerTech is the anchor conference of the
IEEE Power & Energy Society in Europe It is
intended to provide a forum for scientists and
engineers interested in electric power

engineering to share ideas, results of their scientific work, to learn from each other as well as to
establish new friendships and rekindle existing ones.
The PowerTech Conference provides a bridge between generations. The interest from
enthusiastic young practicing engineers and PhD students wishing to publish their work
increased from event to event. The most valuable IEEE student work is recompensated with the
Basil Papadias award, which has been also an important ingredient toward the event’s success.

The event is sponsored by the IEEE Power & Energy Society and will be organized by
University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest, National Power Grid Company TRANSELECTRICA
S.A. and IEEE PES Romania Chapter.
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Abstract— In this paper the incorrect operation of distance 
relays and delay existence in its performance due to CT (Current 
Transformer) saturation is investigated. Also the effect of 
transform ratio of CT on distance relay operation is considered 
and sorted. As a case study the data of a practical transmission 
network (230 kV) have been used. The simulation has been done 
for various types of faults and the worst state of faults for 
distance relays inaccurate operation during CT saturation is 
introduced. The simulation has done with PSCAD/EMTDC 
software. 
Keywords- distance relay, fault, short circuit, saturation, 
transform ratio  
 
 Introduction      

The main protection in transmission systems is distance 
protection. If the distance relays can’t operate correctly the 
system will be vulnerable and this enforces uncompensable 
damages to power systems. The saturation of CT in fault 
occurrence condition is one of the factors which cause 
inaccurate performance of distance relays.  
Current transformers adjust to work in point that they don’t 
saturate even for currents more than ten times nominal current. 
However in transmission lines because of voltage higher level 
the current value is low. So the used CTs have low transform 
ratio. Also in these lines because of their proximity to power 
plants, the SCC(short circuit capacity) value is high and the 
short circuit current can saturate CT. this phenomenon will 
lead to incorrect operation of protective system. There are 
many papers that consider to effects of CT saturation and its 
simulation. In these papers some methods such as imaginary 
impedance[1], using from current components[2], using from 
secondary waveforms distortion[3] have been introduced. In 
this paper the effects of CT saturation on operation of distance 
relay is discussed. It will be shown that time delay and 
inaccurate operation of distance relay because of CT saturation 
can be increased in so far as which the time misscoordination 

of   distance relays and unnecessary interruption in network 
may be occurred. Also the effects of CT transform ratio and 
various short circuit faults on distance relay performance will 
be investigated.  

I. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF CT IN SATURATED STATE 
Various methods have been introduced for simulation of 
saturated transformers. The figure 1 shows the simplified 
equivalent circuit of CT in normal condition [4-9]. In this 
circuit: 
 Rb and R2                       burden resistance and CTs secondary 
resistance  
 Lb, L2 and Lm         burden inductance, secondary leakage 
inductance and magnetizing inductance  
ip and is                                         primary and secondary currents. V is 
induced voltage in secondary  
 n                                               the transform ratio of CT. 
in normal condition the secondary voltage and created flow 
don’t cause the saturation of CT. by increasing in primary 
current value, the secondary current will be increased as same 
ratio. This affair leads to increase in induced voltage in 
secondary and the raise of magnetizing current and 
consequently the CT goes to saturation state. In other words 
magnetizing inductance is decreased and the magnetizing 
branch will absorb almost the secondary current and any 
current can’t arrive to load relay. [4, 8, 9] The equivalent 
circuit of this state has been shown in figure2.  

 
Figure 1: equivalent circuit of CT 




